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1. The title is clear and it is adequate to the content of the article.
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2. The abstract clearly presents objects, methods and results.
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(a brief explanation for 3-less point rating)

3. There are few grammatical errors and spelling mistakes in this
article.

X

My ability to read French is not sufficient to evaluate this

4. The study methods are explained clearly.

4

(a brief explanation for 3-less point rating)

5. The body of the paper is clear and does not contain errors.

4

(a brief explanation for 3-less point rating)
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Comments and Suggestions to the Author(s):
This is an interesting work. I do have a major comment on the methodology. You have compared the
future scenarios directly with the present-day conditions. However, this could lead to uncertainties,
since the climate models do not exactly represent the reference conditions (this is why, many times, the
climate model results are either corrected or compared directly with the climate simulations for the
reference period). To be complete, this article requires a note on the accuracy of climate models in
represent the present-day rainfall (and eventually R) for 1960-1990 when compared with the observed
data.
Ideally the data could be downloaded and analyzed for 1960-1990, but in alternative the accuracy of

these models has been evaluated (in the PRUDENCE and ENSEMBLES projects) and this model
evaluation literature should be analyzed to provide information on the uncertainty associated with
climate model predictions for rainfall, i.e. do they overestimate or underestimate rainfall? Are there
seasonal differences? Etc.
Minor comments/suggestions:
PP. 5: did you analyze if both rainfall stations had similar event characteristics in the periods where
they have data, to see the quality of the rainfall replacement? Please detail.
Table 3: it’d be good to have something to evaluate the RMSE against; I suggest adding the standard
deviation of observed values, or the average.
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